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The MOVE (Merrill Lynch Option Volatility Estimate) Index measures the implied 

volatility of U.S. - one month - Treasury bonds by gauging options contracts. This 

index is the market’s equivalent of the VIX for the equity market. In short, it reveals 

investors’ sentiment on the future course of interest rates. Higher value of the 

MOVE signal times when traders are willing to pay more for the protection against 

unexpected movements in rates... 

 

Before the Great Financial crisis, the “basic range” of the MOVE was 80 to 125. 

Historically, when the MOVE reached its lower boundary i.e. around 80, it did not 

simply rebound back to the middle of its range, but rather ¨exploded¨ above 125. 

This occurred because market participants discarded all risk concerns regarding 

interest rates, namely by avoiding the purchase of market insurance via options. 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

This is reminiscent of investors’ mood these days, in the context of the long lasting 

- and recently reinforced - financial repression. Indeed, the Fed has been on alert 

to ensure that interest rates remain extremely affordable. And Powell and Co may 

even recourse to Yield Curve Control if conditions require. Economy is going to be 

weak in Q4, and November election is likely to be messy. For sure, really? 

 

And what if Biden overtakes Trump decisively and Democrats control the 

Congress. A large stimulus plan, with an infrastructure and ¨green¨ bias could be 

launched rapidly. The financing needs of the Treasury would - further - climb 

hastily. An over-supply of Treasuries could emerge, rendering investors less 

confident in Fed’s capacity / willingness to digest it. In these circumstances, 

significant interest rates volatility would no doubt resurface. Indeed, lots of 

investors are overweighted long duration and Treasuries... 

We observe signs of complacency in the fixed income markets 

The very latest rebound in MOVE may mark a U-Turn 

PERFORMANCES  2020 

 EQUITIES  

 MSCI World +3.8% 

 S&P 500 +7.6% 

 Nasdaq +29.1% 

 Stoxx 600 -10.8% 

 SPI +0.3% 

 Nikkei -0.4% 

 China +17.7% 

 Emerging +0.7% 
 

 

 BONDS  

 CHF Corp -0.2% 

 US Govt +8.2% 

 US Corp +6.8% 

 US HY +2.0% 

 EUR Gvt +2.9% 

 EUR Corp +0.7% 

 EUR HY -2.1% 

  

 CURRENCIES  

 USD index -3.4% 

 EURUSD +5.3% 

 EURCHF -0.9% 

 USDCHF -5.9% 

 USDJPY -2.9% 

 EM FX -10.4% 

  

 COMMODITIES   

 Gold +26.9% 

 Silver +40.9% 

 Brent -35.7% 

 Copper +10.1% 

 CRB index -18.3% 

Time to…”Move on” ? 
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• Investors are heavily hedged, and not positioned for - 

even - a partial normalization of (geo)- politics / 

growth / interest rates 

• Taking long Move index positions qualifies as an 

affordable hedging strategy for global portfolios 

 

Fixed income. Deleveraging is going on 

Large US firms are already starting to pay back the $350 

bn that investment-grade corporates they have issued in 

2020 to get through the pandemic. Target and CVS 

Health have recently announced that they are buying 

back their bonds, using cash plus in the case of CVS, 

some borrowed money as well. Even AT&T, one the most 

US indebted  firm, has announced last month it is 

planning to use excess cash to further cut debt. It is still 

unclear how many companies are going to join this 

trend. 

 

Investment-grade companies have seen their 

indebtedness rising to a record high in Q2 2020. Their 

financial leverage, i.e. the ratio of debt to Ebitda, has 

climbed to 4x. Since early 1990, the ratio has ranged 

between 2x and 3x. This is the first time it has jumped  so 

quickly. This has been caused by lower Ebitda, due to 

lockdowns and lower revenues, but also to a high 

proportion of firms using preventively cheap refinancing 

to secure some cash on their balance sheets. That 

unusually high-level worries investors. It explains why 

some companies are eager to pay down borrowings. 

Even if the Fed is supporting credit markets, it will not 

last indefinitely. The Fed buying pace has slowed down 

considerably. The Fed is now only buying short-term 

debts against purchases of ETFs in March. 

 

Source: BofA Global Research 

 

High-grade companies have found that the cost of 

moving out of investment grade category is costly. That 

is leading to a gradual erosion of quality that is difficult 

for firms to get out of, when faced with a major economic 

shock, and many companies came into the pandemic with 

too much debt anyway. According to BoA, high quality US 

firms in Q4 will probably pay back more than the $350 bn 

they have borrowed earlier in the year. Companies that are 

performing relatively well during the pandemic are more 

likely to be comfortable paying back debt. Meanwhile, 

other industries (travel, leisure) are likely to wait until the 

economy recovers. 

• Credit fundamentals are no longer deteriorating 

• Credit is still attractive 

 

Currencies. China Aims to Cool Yuan’s Surge 

Chinese policy makers acted to restrain a rally in the yuan 

by removing rules that made betting against the expensive 

currency. The Chinese authorities decided to reduce the 

cost of shorting Yuan by lowering FX forward reserve ratios 

from 20% to 0%, which effectively works to cheapen short 

positions in Yuan vs. foreign FX. The opposite move was 

implemented roughly two years back when USD/CNY 

traded towards 7.00, but at least initially had fairly limited 

impact. We also doubt that this move is enough to turn the 

tide on the current solid downwards momentum in USD/

CNY due to the attractive yuan carry.  

Source: Bloomberg 

 

• Cuts from the PBoC or higher short-term US rates are 

needed to really turn the tide 

• CNY has still some room to strengthen 

 

Equities. The market wants to go higher 

The US earnings release season begins this Tuesday, 

October 13th. But investors shouldn't spend too much time 

analyzing the results. In the face of a pandemic that is 

threatening the global economy, what matters today are 

the fiscal stimulus packages and upcoming vaccine 

announcements with Astrazeneca, Moderna and BioNTech, 

as well as treatments with Regeneron and Eli Lilly. In view 

of the stock market performance in September, equities 

seem to be anticipating positive news. 

 

OCTOBER 12TH, 2020 
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We underline a more favorable seasonality for equities. 

The 4th quarter is statistically the most positive quarter: 

since 2000, there have only been 4 periods with a 

negative performance (see table below) against 8 for the 

1st quarter, 10 for the 2nd quarter and 8 for the 3rd 

quarter. 

 

MSCI World. Quarterly performance since 2000 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Since the beginning of September, the Value segment 

has outperformed the Growth segment and S&M caps 

have outperformed blue chips. This trend seems to be 

strengthening. In 2020, the Value segment made 

attempts to catch up with performance of the Growth 

segment, in March, May and July, but without success. 

Since the beginning of September, Value has 

outperformed Growth. Is it the right one this time? We 

believe so thanks to vaccines proximity, treatments 

efficiency and steepening of yield curve. 

 

US. Value, Growth, Blue chips and S&M caps 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

The market is discounting a victory for Joe Biden, but 

also a Democrat victory in both houses of Congress. The 

latest polls show a large victory for Joe Biden, which 

would remove any contestation from the Republicans. 

This situation seems to please the stock market, which 

anticipates a broad economic recovery plan. The 

Democrats will boost the economy more powerfully than 

the Republicans would have done. 

 

On the stock market, the beneficiaries of a Democratic 

victory will be: 

1. The Value / cyclical segment. 

2. Small and medium-sized companies. 

3. The infrastructure. 

4. Green energy with their Solving The Climate Crisis 

program. 

5. Semiconductors, which is a volume business, 

therefore benefiting from an economic recovery. 

 

• Overweight the Value / cyclical segment 

• Financials : from Neutral to Overweight 

• US infrastructure: Jacobs Engineering, Aecom, Martin 

Marietta, Vulcan, Nucor 

 

Equities. Entering the best time for retail sales 

With the 4th quarter, we enter the great period of retail 

sales. Halloween late October, Black Friday on November 

27th (the day after Thanksgiving), Cyber Monday on 

November 30th and Christmas sales will mark the end of 

the year. For 5 years, with the rise of online sales, e-

commerce companies have arrived with their flash sales like 

Amazon with its Prime Day, from October 13th to 14th this 

year, reserved for subscribers of Prime Amazon and its 

Deals of the day and its Special Flashes. In 2019 (in July), 

Prime Day resulted in the sale of 175 million items sold (100 

million in 2018) for $ 7.2 billion ($ 4.2 billion in 2018). 

Alibaba also has its extraordinary sales during the 

traditional Singles Day in mid-November; in 2019, Alibaba 

reached a record 35 billion euros (+27%) in one day. For 

comparison, Macy’s sales amounted to $ 25 billion in 2019. 

 

Target, Walmart and the rest are also arriving with their 

dedicated day. Deal Days for Target and Big Save Event for 

Walmart. Gap, Best Buy, Bed Bath & Beyond, Signet 

Jewelers, Home Depot have hired staff and invested in 

warehouses. The priority is no longer the product, the price 

and the promotions, but the logistics and fast distribution. 

Projections anticipate shipments exceeding 5% of the 

capacity of traditional couriers like FedEx, UPS and DHL, 

with the risk that 700 million items will not be received on 

time. The main risk is that the Christmas presents will not 

arrive before Christmas. 
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With the pandemic, despite the economic crisis, e-

commerce companies are expecting record sales in 

4Q20. According to Deloitte, online sales are expected to 

grow between 25% and 35% to $ 182-196 billion (+15% 

to $ 145 billion in 2019). Amazon has hired 100,000 

people to meet the demand (sales and logistics). 

Walmart and Target, serious competitors for Amazon, 

are also ready. The Covid has clearly accelerated the 

structural increase in online sales. The behavior of 

consumers has changed: they spend more time on online 

sales and spend more. According to a survey 30% of 

consumers will not wait until Black Friday to start the 

season; they will buy sooner. The US National Retail 

Federation has launched a “Shop safe, shop early” 

campaign to encourage consumers to buy earlier. Online 

businesses are also looking to move the season forward 

to avoid logistics nightmares, which drive up costs. 

 

For the consumers who do not travel, the vacation 

budget should be directed towards sports equipment at 

home, clothing, beauty products and home. 

 

Stock market performance of some companies 

 in retail sales and e-commerce 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

• The year-end sales season begins this week with the 

annual Amazon Prime Day 

• Buy recommendations and price targets: Amazon $ 

4,100, Target $ 180 and Alibaba $ 340 
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Disclaimer - This document is solely for your information and under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer, 

or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and opinions contained 

herein has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or 

implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions and 

different assumptions could result in materially different results. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its 

future performance. This document is provided solely for the information of professional investors who are expected to make 

their own investment decisions without undue reliance on its contents. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or 

published without prior authority of PLEION SA. 
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